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ABSTRACT   

The recent development of compact, cold cathode X-ray emitters presents the opportunity to use multiple emitters 

arranged in an array to perform medical imaging from a stationary source.  This study considers some of the 

potential advantages in their application to digital breast tomosynthesis and presents modelling results from 

simulated images based on a validated toolkit that models the X-ray source, breast tissue and X-ray detector 

performance.  A stationary source eliminates focal spot motion blur; initial results show that this can improve the 

visualization of small features such as micro-calcifications.  Moreover, a rectangular array will provide enhanced 

depth resolution compared to a linear sweep of a single point source or a linear array of emitters as the projection 

images are obtained over a ‘sweep’ in two directions; modelling results of this will be presented in an extended 

version of this paper. A rectangular array also gives the opportunity to reduce the source to image distance.  

Halving this distance reduces the required beam current by four times which significantly reduces the size, weight 

and cost of the overall system, albeit with an increase in the angular width of the focal spot. Modelling results of 

these aspects will also be presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

During image acquisition, the physical movement of the single X-ray source in conventional Digital Breast 

Tomosynthesis (DBT) systems can make the effective focal spot diameter increase from an original size of around 

0.3 mm to nearly 1.4 mm in the direction of motion.  Eliminating this source of blur should improve the ability to 

create sharp images of small features such as the micro-calcifications that could be an early sign of breast cancer.  

From a patient’s perspective, a stationary source should also be less distracting and therefore reduce patient 

motion.   
 

The development of “cold cathode” X-ray sources over the last few years with their smaller sizes presents the 

opportunity to realize the advantages of stationary DBT by using arrays of emitters.  These sources use the extreme 

electric field gradients at the tips of “field emitters” to pull electrons into a vacuum to make X-rays, instead of 

relying on the conventional thermionic emission from a heated cathode.  The field emitters are typically made 

from silicon or metal tips (e.g. Adaptix Ltd (UK), Nanox (Japan)) or small forests of carbon nanotubes (e.g. Xinray 

Inc (USA), VEC Imaging GmbH (Germany)). 

 

All current DBT systems move a source in an arc in a single direction.  However, studies (e.g. Acciavatti et al 

20191) have shown improved image quality using a second dimension of emitter positions.  Two-dimensional 

arrays of emitters provide a simple solid-state ‘no moving parts’ approach to achieve this.  These also present the 

option to reduce the source to image distance (SID); a detector can be covered with conelets of radiation at a short 

SID from a two-dimensional array of emitters where each conelet only covers part of the detector.  Mathematically 

there is no need for every emitter to cover the entire detector when doing a tomosynthesis reconstruction.  

Reducing the SID, greatly reduces the required beam current by the inverse square law which can significantly 

reduce the size and cost of the overall system. 

 

2. MATERIALS & METHODS 

 
2.1 System Concept and Design Considerations 

A physical implementation of such an approach has required consideration of the following issues: 



 

a) Manufacturing requirements are simplified when creating arrays of emitters in a flat panel where 

components can be shared (e.g. multiple emitters in a single vacuum enclosure) compared to using many 

independent discrete emitters.  The type of panel considered here is an array of transmission X-ray 

sources where each emitter creates a conelet of X-rays covering an angle of around 20 to 40°. 

b) Such flat panels must be able to illuminate a standard mammography image receptor (24 x 30 cm).  This 

can be achieved by using two square panels side-by-side, rather than a single large rectangular panel, 

which could have prohibitive manufacturing cost. 

c) Angling the panels so that they are lower on the chest wall side of the detector ensures there are 

emitters directly above the chest wall (which is important for imaging this part of the breast), but 

minimizes radiation extending further into the chest. 

d) Angling the panels inwards so that they are higher above the centre of the detector improves the angular 

coverage over the detector whilst avoiding the radiation from the conelets straying beyond the edge of 

the detector. 

 

 
 
Figure 1 (from left to right): 1) Mammography system consisting of two stationary flat panel X-ray sources each with an array 

of emitters, 2) System with a patient showing the reduced size, 3) Example geometry showing a subset of X-ray conelets, each 

of which is individually triggered in a sequence, 4) Photograph of an Adaptix flat panel X-ray source (diameter is around 12 

cm). 
 

e) Using multiple emitters covering many different angles improves image quality but may increase 

acquisition time.  For the present work, 32 emitters were used, with each flat panel X-ray source having 

a 4x4 array of emitters spaced 3 cm apart.  Each conelet of radiation was 36° wide. 

 

       
 

Figure 2:  Diagram showing how two flat panel sources could be (left image) angled away from the chest wall and (right image) 

angled inwards to provide better coverage of the detector and avoid stray radiation. 



 

 

2.2 Modelling Stationary Arrays 

The OPTIMAM image simulation toolbox2 contains a validated suite of tools that can be used to simulate visually 

and clinically realistic images for current DBT systems.  These tools have been adapted for a two-dimensional 

array of X-ray sources in order to assess:  

a) Using a stationary array of emitters instead of a single emitter moving through each position 

b) Using a two-dimensional array of emitters instead of a linear array (same number of emitter positions) 

c) Halving the SID to 35 cm and correspondingly decreasing the output flux by 4 times. 

d) Using two angled panels as described in section 2.1 

 

2.3 Image Simulation and Test Objects 

Three test objects used for routine quality control (QC) of 2D-mammography and DBT systems and a further test 

object were used to assess the performance for these configurations. The QC test objects included (figure 3): (a) 

a square of aluminum foil; (b) geometric distortion phantom (square grid of 1mm Al spheres); and (c) CDMAM 

strip (gold discs of different diameters on an aluminum base). The fourth test object was similar to the distortion 

phantom except that the aluminium spheres were replaced with small spheres of calcium oxalate to simulate 

calcifications. A wide variety of setups were created by placing the test objects at different locations within 

PMMA blocks of different thicknesses and measurements were performed. The key parameters assessed are: (1) 

contrast-to-noise ratio; (2) detail signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); (3) sharpness and (4) z-resolution. 

 

 

Figure 3:  Photograph of the (a) Al foil; (b) Geometric distortion phantom; and (c) CDMAM strip 

 

 

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 
Preliminary simulations were run to investigate the impact of a stationary and moving source on image sharpness. 

The sharpness of the image was assessed by measuring the degradation of contrast with object size, as described 

by Warren et al (2013)3 using the CDMAM phantom described in section 2.3. The CDMAM strip consisted of 

gold discs (disc thickness 1.6 µm and diameter 0.13-0.8 mm) on top of a 91.5 mm x 10 mm x 0.5 mm aluminium 

base. The CDMAM strip was placed above an 80mm thick homogenous block of PMMA and three sets of images 

were simulated for a stationary source (focal spot size: 0.3mm x 0.3mm) and a moving source (focal spot size: 

0.3mm x 1.4mm). For the case of the moving source, the focal spot was elongated in the direction of tube motion 

to simulate motion blur. A wide-angle DBT geometry similar to the Siemens DBT system was used in the 

simulations. The results are shown in figure 4. The figure shows that the stationary source introduces less blur in 

the images compared to the moving source. This might have an impact on the visibility of fine micro calcifications 

which are one of the signs of breast cancer. The clinical significance of this difference will be studied further in 

future experiments.  

 



 
 

Figure. 4: Comparison of CDF curves derived from the DBT planes when the gold disc strip is placed at 80mm above breast 

support. The errors bars represent one standard error of the mean. 

 

a) In the extended version of the paper, we will present a detailed analysis of parameters measured on simulated 

images of test objects placed at different depths and spatial locations using a two-dimensional array of emitter 

positions.  

 

b) Halving the SID reduces the beam current that would be required by a factor of four.  In the extended version 

of the paper, we will describe how image sharpness changes due to the increased angular width of the focal spot.  

However, in a real system it is likely that a smaller focal spot could be achieved due to the large reduction in beam 

current. 

 

c) Modelling of the geometry of the system with two angled flat panel X-ray sources showed that the central area 

of the detector received radiation from a 55° range (higher than the 36° width of each conelet since each panel is 

angled inwards). In the extended version of the paper, the impact of this phenomena on depth resolution will be 

presented. 

 

4. NOVELTY OF THE WORK 

 
The novelty of the work lies in the proposed use of an angled pair of stationary arrays of field emitters for DBT 

to achieve system geometries that would not be possible using conventional X-ray tubes. This is the first time this 

approach has been presented. 

 Declaration of originality: This work has not been published elsewhere. 
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